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We have arranged a tour of the area  of Operation
Market Garden to Celebrate the XXX Corps story 75
years on. Our Guide is Nick Kelso  historian and
author who has extensive knowledge of the area and
its history and lives locally.  We will consider the
reasons as to why the Operation  was launched and
travel through the area visiting  Joe’s Bridge,
Nijmegen, Arnhem  DZ/LZ, Heelsum,Oosterbeek and
Hartenstein  musem. We follow the story of the 4th

Parachute  Brigade. Visiting Dreijenseweg and
Hacketts Hollow.   We shall see Oosterbeek and how
the survivors managed to escape. We visit  Driel  the
site for the Polish story  and the Engineers
monument. We will then  see how the lessons learned
were applied to the Rhine crossings of March 1945

To enable us to see the most of the area, we
a r e  s t aying at the Best Western  Plus Hotel
Haarhuis/Arnhem where we stay on Half Board to
enjoy the regionally themed food. The cozy bar is
the ideal place to meet up with fellow Legion
members to  talk over the day’s sights. Our hotel is
centrally located  from which to explore Arnhem. All
the rooms are modern and very comfortable.

Proposed Itinerary
16.00 Thursday 5th September  Depart from
Cotgrave and convenient pick-up points  en route.
and head for Hull to  board the Ferry where we  relax,
meet up with old friends and enjoy a meal   ( not
included) as we sail overnight  to  Rotterdam.  We
have inside twin berth cabins.

Friday After Breakfast ( not Included)  we disembark
the ship and head for Joe’s Bridge where we meet our
guide. We then follow the  route and advance of the
XXX Corps , US 101st  and  82nd  on Hells Highway and
the US Airbourne divisions passing through Son,
Grave  towards Nijmegen. Here we consider the battle
and visit  the original Nijmegen Bridge.  We then arrive
ultimately at  Arnhem  and check-in to  our hotel where
we stay  on  half board.
Saturday.  After breakfast, we cover the  British story
at  Arnhem, starting  at  the   DZ’s /LZ’s and consider
how  matters  appeared  to  Major General Urquhart.
We then  move to  Heelsum  to see the  German
response to  the  landings.  After  considering  the
sceptical views regarding  the Dutch  intelligence we
follow John Frosts exact advance to the bridge and
spend time  looking  at what happened  and the
consequences of his  famous struggle. In the afternoon
we visit  the Hartenstein  Museum before going to the
Commonwealth  War Graves  cemetery in Oosterbeek.
We then consider the ‘big mistake’ visiting  the high
ground at Westerbouwing. Dinner at the hotel with a
humorous guest speaker.
Sunday  After breakfast we follow in the footsteps of
the 156 parachute regiment at Dreijenseweg woods
followed by  a visit  to  Hackets  Hollow and  discuss
how the 4th Parachute Brigade  decimated. In
Oosterbeek we see how the Briitsh were able to hold on
for so long and how the survivors managed to escape.
Our final  visit  to Driel,  explains the Polish story and
we see the  Engineers  monument. We then head to
Rotterdam and the ferry to Hull enjoy a relaxing meal
(not incl)  and our over night crossing.
Monday Return  to Nottingham for about 11.00

The above itinerary may change due to happenings beyond our
control. A full itinerary will be sent to you 14 days before we
travel.

Price: Twin/Double  £399.00 Single £499.00 Limited
Half Board at the  hotel only.  Deposit £75.00

  Entrance  to the Airbourne  Museum  Hartestein incl
.    Please contact Wollaton Travel Service to book .

0115 9288739.


